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With CashOnTime Collection, Arkadin structures and
professionalises debt collection.

“ We significantly improved the number and quality of our invoice reminder
actions. There are numerous benefits.
”
Christophe Reyes, EMEA Region General Manager
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Productivity & operational efficiency

Similarly, customised dashboards are shared internally

‘In general, CashOnTime Collection has helped us
structure
and
professionalise
our
debt
collection,’ explains Christophe Reyes.

‘Thanks to this project, we have set strategies for
payment reminders by customer category for each
country.’ Payment reminder actions are carried out
automatically and CashOnTime Collection allows you
to prioritise individual reminder actions. This makes
payment reminders proactive, before invoices are due.
The information from the 25 managed entities is
centralised in a single tool, without manual reprocessing. This prevents forgotten items and errors,
which would happen when the work was done in
spreadsheets and on post-its. ‘We significantly
improved the number and quality of our invoice
reminder actions,’ says Mr Reyes.
CashOnTime

Collection

give the collections team more visibility and thus
make their communications more relevant. ‘We now
see a real cash culture at our company,’ says

The productivity gains are significant for the company.

Additionally,

(per salesperson, per customer, etc.), which helps

Mr Reyes. ‘Employees are more aware of monies
owing, no matter the amount.’
With CashOnTime Collection, ‘you can track progress
on the resolution of a customer request or of a
dispute. The tool helps more effectively incorporate
other departments in finding a solution for requests.
Consequently, we have seena significant decrease in
the time it takes to resolve customer requests and
disputes,’ says Christophe Reyes.
In addition, to guard against customer risk, Arkadin
chose to create an interface between the financial
information

in

CreditSafe

and

CashOnTime

Collection. That way, collections team members get
guarantees

alerts when customer risk increases.

continuity of service because when a collections team

Lastly, Christophe Reyes highlights another benefit:

member is absent, their portfolio can be transferred to

the forecasts for incoming payments are now more

another team member.

precise, thanks to the management of payment

More tracking and customer satisfaction
One of the most important features for Arkadin is the
dashboards offered by CashOnTime Collection. ‘The
dashboards help us better track collections activities
and performance,’ says Christophe Reyes. Arkadin thus
has more control and traceability. Analyses of payer
behaviour can

be performed according to the

promises offered by CashOnTime Collection.
What’s up next for Arkadin? ‘We want to implement
the CashOnTime Collection customer portal,’ says
Christophe Reyes. ‘It will allow us, in particular, to give
our customers more independence since they will be
able to get their invoices whenever they want from
their personal accounts.’

payment history of each customer.

Learn more at www.cashontime.com

